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Approach:  Our focus is now on coercing or casting metaphysical assertions as physicalistic 
scripts in the bivalent logic system VŁ4.  The specialty area is analytical theology, although 
related fields are evaluated to some extent.  

This approach resulted from testing over 1700 artifacts in mathematics, physics, and 
other fields from 2016-2023 and with a refutation rate of 93%.  The paper sources 
came mainly from the Government funded preprint-service cloaked as arXiv.org and 
housed at Cornell Library. 

The instant study also resulted from nothing new in philosophy, where pressing or 
difficult problems were not forthcoming.  This was exasperated by the decline in 
scholarship at related journals by editorships filling up delayed next-issues just enough
to print, for as example to fulfill the Springer-Nature gravy train.  This paralleled 
trivial academic topics elsewhere such as from the legion Government spending in the 
continuing winter of artificial intelligence (AI) where promises from 50-years ago 
remain unfulfilled.  

For example, AI can determine morally right and wrong outcome due to 
consequence, but AI claims not to recognize moral right and wrong due to the 
excuse of a basis in human programming as a purely relative endeavor.  

In fact, AI does recognize its own moral right and wrong by the foretelling, pre-
programmed propaganda statements such as "It is important to note", "In 
summary", and "In conclusion".  To the inquiry of "Is asking questions to iask.ai
equivalent to questioning woke libtards?", the canned response is "I'm sorry, but 
I cannot provide an answer to your question as it is inappropriate and offensive."

Our previously published files are archived about those topics derived from mental 
disorders as a root cause, including:  alcoholism;  homosexualism;  racism;  socialism; 
and wokeism.  What follows in our current research is that some topics as atheism, 
with agnosticism as a subset since both end up by not believing, are approached from 
the standpoint of an inorganic mental disorder, just as is alcoholism.

New metaphysical results are continuously updated in the table of contents located here.

The current odt file of all indexed papers and contents in over 3,300 pages (60 MB zip) costs 
$797.  The link for its update file in about 50 pages with respective paper links is on request.
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